Contacts

Media Consultant

Ina Palacká

e-mail: ina.palacka@ff.cuni.cz
phone: + 420 770 152 810

Rental possibilities in CU FA buildings
To be added.

Logos, templates and visual identity
Logos
All logos below are in PNG and JPG format (RGB). For other formats (PSD, EPS), contact the Public Relations Office.

English logos

PNG format

colour
  ☑
black & white
  ☑
inverted – white on transparent background
  ☑
JPG format

colour

black & white

Czech logos

PNG format

colour

- black & white

- inverted – white on transparent background
Usage of Charles University logo in theses
The use of the university logo in theses is not required, however, it is possible if the rules – as set out in the Rules of the Unified Visual Style of Charles University – are followed (PJVS, version from 4 January 2017, page 11 – only available in Czech, if you need assistance, contact pr@ff.cuni.cz).
In the case of a thesis, only the University logo in graphic form III is allowed; it is not allowed to use the official logo of the faculty or the university instead.

The logo in graphic form III is available on the Charles University website. The protection zone (PJVS page 9) and the minimum size (PJSV page 10) must be maintained. In case of using the logo on a white background, it is possible to use its colour or black variant.

Annual events
Africa Week

---

Information about Ukraine

On the ukraine.ff.cuni.cz website, you may find information about assistance to students of the Faculty of Arts, Charles University, and other people who had to leave their homes due to the Russian military aggression against Ukraine and are looking for opportunities to study or work academically in the Czech Republic. You may also find there information on the assistance offered by our students and academics who speak Ukrainian and Russian, interpret and translate, teach these languages or provide other forms of language support.
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